THE ONLY GENUINE CANOE TRIPPING CAMP FOR BOCHURIM

AUGUST 13 - 29

DAILY LEARNING Emphasizing Emunah & Bitachon

Directed by SHAYA RAND

Working Alongside TEMAGAMI OUTFITTING CO.

INTERMEDIATE For Ages 14-16
ADVANCED For Ages 16-18

BUILD CHARACTER. SELF ESTEEM. CONFIDENCE. CREATIVITY. AWARENESS. APPRECIATION.

CAMP SOUL SUMMER. OF. YOUR. LIFE.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL SAVE $250 CANADIAN Register by March 30

585-666-3128 INFO.CAMPSOUL@GMAIL.COM WWW.CAMPSOUL.ORG
Major Canoe Trip

Camp S.O.U.L. is for the Yeshiva Bochur looking for an Extraordinary Summer Experience.

Camp S.O.U.L. emphasizes Emunah and Tefillah as well as disconnecting from technology and reconnecting to yourself and the people around you. Engage in challenging, yet fulfilling hikes and canoeing in the Temagami Region of Ontario, while absorbing the stunning wilderness and its freedom that surrounds you.

- **Fire-starting w/ Flint & Steel**
- **Navigation w/ Map & Compass**
- **Food Identification Foraging**
- **Advanced Solo Challenge**
- **Shelter Building**
- **Knife Usage & Safety**
- **Camp Cooking**
- **Portage**
- **Fishing**
- **Woodwork**
- **Water Purification**

Safety First

Camp S.O.U.L has hired Temagami Outfitting Co.'s professionally trained and certified wilderness guides to assist in this amazing adventure in order to ensure the safety of the campers. Camp S.O.U.L strives hard to bring the very best in canoe tripping excellence, guided by staff with years of outdoor and wilderness experience as well as fully certified Wilderness First Responders.